
Taper/Straight Line 
Jig Instructions

Congratulations on the purchase of your new Taper/Straight Line Jig! The Taper/Straight Line Jig 
allows you to make tapered cuts quickly, easily and accurately at your table saw – and, with the miter bar 
removed, it also doubles as a stable straight-line ripping jig. Please note that it is intended for use only on 
table saws. Before using the jig, please read, understand and follow all instructions and safety warnings.  
Note that safety equipment was removed for clarity.
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PARTS LIST - RAIL COPING SLED Quantity Quantity
 1 Base 1
 2 Adjustable Fence 1
 3 36" Miter Bar (Attached to Base) 1
 4 Tapered Knob  1
 5 Hold Down Clamp  2 
 6 Five-Star Knob 4
 7 Tape Measure 2

 8 Abrasive Strip  3 
 9 5/16-18 TPI x 21⁄2" T-bolt 2
 10 5/16-18 TPI x 11⁄2" T-bolt  2
 11 5/16"-18 TPI x 1" Screw 1
 12 1/4"-20 TPI x 3/4" Screw 3
 13 Washer  5
14 Mini Screwdriver 1
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Tapering Setup
In tapering mode, the jig is intended for use in the miter 
slot to the right of the blade. On many saws, your initial 
cut will remove a narrow piece of the jig’s base to create 
zero-clearance support. 

1. Confirm that the saw blade is parallel with your saw’s 
 miter slot. If it is not, adjust it according to the 
 manufacturer’s guidelines.

2. Attach the Miter Bar (3) to the bottom of the Base (1) 
 with three 1/4"-20 x 3/4" Screws (12), using the set of 
 mounting holes that will result in the least stock 
 removal during the initial zero-clearance cut.
 Note: The Miter Bar must be installed when making 
 tapered cuts. The table saw fence must not be used.

3. From underneath the Base (1), insert the 
 5/16"-18 TPI x 1" Screw (11) in the predrilled hole 
 near the rear edge, install a Washer (13) and thread 
 on and tighten the Tapered Knob (4).

4. Lower the saw blade and place the jig on the saw table. 
 Adjust the nylon set screws in the Miter Bar (3) with 
 the included Mini Screwdriver (14) so the jig slides 
 freely in the saw’s miter track. Fig. 1.

5. Pull the jig back so that it is clear of the cutting area, 
 then advance it past the blade to trim the Base (1) to 
 establish the zero-clearance edge. Fig. 2.
 Note: Trimming might not occur on some saws,
 depending on the distance between the blade and 
 the miter slot.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2
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6. Apply the self-adhesive Tape Measures (7) and Abrasive 
 Strips (8) to the Base (1). Align the “0” on the Tape 
 Measures with the zero-clearance edge, then use a 
 utility knife or scissors to cut away the excess. Register 
 the Abrasive Strips off of the zero-clearance edge of the 
 Base (1). Fig. 3.

7. Attach the two Hold Down Clamps (5) to 
 the Adjustable Fence (2). For each, insert a 
 5/16"-18 TPI x 21⁄2" T-bolt (9) through the fence 
 slot from underneath, then install the Hold Down 
 Clamp (5), a Washer (13) and a Five-Star Knob (6).

8. Attach the Adjustable Fence (2) to the Base (1). 
 At each end of the Base, insert a 5/16"-18 TPI x 11⁄2" 
 T-bolt (10) from underneath through both the slot in 
 the Base and the slot in the Adjustable Fence, install 
 a Washer (13) and thread on a Five-Star Knob (6).

Tapering Operation
1. Position the Adjustable Fence (2) to achieve the desired 
 taper and to remove the desired amount of stock. There 
 are several ways to set the taper angle: 
 

Fig. 3

Fig. 4
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 A. Use the indexing marks at both ends of the jig to 
  set the degree of taper. The distance between the 
  marks represents 1° of taper; so, for example, if you 
  set the Adjustable Fence at the sixth mark from the 
  left at the front of the jig and at the fourth mark from 
  the left at the rear, you will cut a 2° taper.

 B. Use the Tape Measures (7) to set the beginning and 
  ending widths of the taper.

 C. Align marks on your stock indicating the beginning 
  and end of the taper with the zero-clearance edge 
  of the jig. 

2. Secure the Adjustable Fence (2) in position by 
 tightening the Five-Star Knobs (6) at each end. Fig. 4.

3. Place your stock tight against the Adjustable 
 Fence (2), with the eventual narrow end flush against 
 the Adjustable Stop at the end of the fence. Position 
 the Adjustable Stop so that it will support the stock but 
 won’t come into contact with the saw blade during the 
 cut. Make certain that it is securely fastened. Fig. 5. Fig. 5

Adjustable 
Stop
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4. Space the Hold Down Clamps (5) proportionally along 
 the workpiece; position them so that they will not come 
 into contact with the saw blade, guard or riving knife 
 during the cut. Turn the Five-Star Knobs (6) to tighten 
 the Hold Down Clamps and secure the workpiece.
 Note: Always clamp material securely to the jig. 
 However, over-tightening will cause the fence to bow. 
 Do not attempt to cut pieces that are too narrow to be 
 secured with the Hold Down Clamps. Fig. 6.

5. With the saw turned off, lower the blade and rehearse 
 the cut by using the Tapered Knob (4) to move the jig 
 forward. Make any necessary adjustments and check to 
 be sure all knobs are secure.

6. Return the jig to the starting position, raise the blade 
 and carefully make the cut. Fig. 7.

Fig. 6

Fig. 7 - Taper Cut with Miter Bar
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Straight-line Ripping 
1. Remove the Miter Bar (3) from the jig Base (1). You 
 will use the table saw’s fence to set the cutting width 
 and guide the cut. 

2. Position the jig’s Adjustable Fence (2) so it’s parallel to 
 the jig’s long edges and tighten the Five-Star Knobs. 
 If necessary, retract the Adjustable Stop. Fig. 8.

3. Space the Hold Down Clamps (5) proportionally along 
 the workpiece; position them so that they will not come 
 into contact with the saw blade, guard or riving knife 
 during the cut. Turn the Five-Star Knobs to tighten the 
 Hold Down Clamps and secure the workpiece.

4. Position the jig so the long edge is tight against the 
 table saw’s fence and make the cut. Take care to keep 
 the jig tight against the fence as you feed the workpiece 
 into the blade. Fig. 9.
Check Rockler.com for updates. If you have further questions, please contact 
our Technical Support Department at 1-800-260-9663 or support@rockler.com Fig. 9 - Straight-line cut with miter bar removed

Fig. 8
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Important Safety Guidelines
 1. This tool is designed for specific applications as 
  defined in the instructions and should not be modified 
  and/or used for any other applications.

 2. Before using the Rockler Taper/Straight Line Jig
  read, understand and follow all instructions and safety 
  information provided.

 3. Always read, understand and follow the instructions 
  and safety warnings for any tool that is used in 
  conjunction with this product.

 4. Before using this product, review and verify that all 
  tools used with it are in proper working order as 
  defined by the tool’s owner’s manual.

 5. All safety equipment must be installed and working 
  properly as defined by the tool’s owner’s manual.

 6. Do not use this product until you have read the 
  provided instructions and warnings and are confident 
  you understand them.

 7. Always wear safety glasses and hearing protection and 
  follow all standard shop safety practices. 

 8. Do not use this tool if you are in any way impaired by 
  medications, alcohol, drugs or fatigue.

 9. Remove all jewelry, secure loose clothing and tie up 
  long hair before using this tool.

10. It is the sole responsibility of the purchaser of this tool 
 to ensure that any third party reads and agrees to all 
 the safety precautions outlined in this manual prior to 
 using the tool.

11. Maintain these instructions and warnings as long 
 as you own the tool.  Keep in a place where they will 
 be readily available for reference.

12. The Rockler Taper/Straight Line Jig is intended only 
 for use on table saws.

13. In the setup process you may need to cut the Rockler 
 Taper/Straight Line Jig to fit your specific saw.  Read 
 the instructions carefully to complete this essential 
 setup step.

14. The hold-down clamps must be positioned so that they 
 will not come into contact with saw blade, guard or 
 riving knife.

15. Tighten all hold-downs, securing the workpiece after
 making any adjustments and before making the cut.

16. Keep the saw blade as low as possible to make the cut 
 as specified by your table saw’s instruction manual.

17. Before making the actual cut, become familiar with the 
 cutting process by practicing the motion of the cut 
 with the blade lowered and the power turned off.

18. Use adequate outfeed support when cutting 
 long pieces. 

19. Do not attempt to cut pieces that are too narrow to be 
 secured to the jig using the hold-down clamps.

20. The jig handle must be installed when making all 
 taper or straight line cuts.

21. Maintain awareness of the blade at all times. 

22. The miter bar must be installed on the jig when 
 making taper cuts. 

23. The miter bar should be positioned in the miter slot on 
 the right side of the blade when performing taper cuts.
 Note: Read Instructions for miter bar fine adjustments.

24. The table saw fence must not be used when making 
 taper cuts.

25. The adjustable stop on the jig fence must be used 
 during cuts. Make certain it is adjusted so that it will 
 not come in contact with the blade and that it is 
 securely fastened. 

26. When straight-line ripping, you must remove the miter 
 bar and use the jig with the table saw fence.

27. Reinstall the miter bar before making any taper cuts 
 with the jig.


